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Preparing for Success

Mark Hasek
Graham Construction
Communication Skills Crucial for Senior VP
Mark Hasek, Senior VP of Graham Construction
in Des Moines, IA, knows how important it is to
properly prepare before beginning a project.
But like most of us, he didn’t always spend time
preparing before communicating with his team.
“I met Monte Wyatt at a seminar he had put on a
couple of years ago. As it turns out, we’re from the
same hometown: Reinbeck, Iowa. He got me
thinking about ways I could improve as a leader,
and we started working together,” said Mark.
ActionCOACH Business Coach Monte Wyatt
developed an Executive Coaching plan for Mark,
which addressed Mark’s strengths, and areas for
growth.
“I needed help with communication and
HR/personnel issues. I wanted to be better able
to communicate with my team.”
After 15 years with his current title, Mark was
well-versed in the business aspects of his
position, but with Monte’s help, was able to
move beyond his prior abilities.
“Before working with Monte, I would spend
minimal time preparing for meetings with staff.
I didn’t see it as necessary, when I knew what
needed to be said. Now, if I have an hour-long
meeting planned, I spend two hours preparing.
I document everything now, so there are less
opportunities for miscommunication.”
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Recognizing Results

Mark Hasek

Through this process, Mark is better able to
convey expectations with his team-something that had consequences beyond
which Mark was expecting.
“Most of the staff responded well to the
changes. They liked knowing where they stood,
and how they could improve. But for others,
they didn’t care for the process, or the direct
questions. As it turns out, they really weren’t a
good fit for our company, and this helped us
realize it.”

Graham Construction

Addressing conflict is something that most
people struggle with, but once learning how
to successfully navigate through it, Mark is
better able to determine who is the right fit
for his team.

“Monte has really helped me deal with
some issues and learn what my
weaknesses are. I’m actually able to get
more done while being less stressed out
about it. I would definitely recommend
him to others. He not only coaches you
through what to do during potential
situations, but through actual, real-life
situations. The personal accountability
is key. Someone checking in on your
progress is what makes all the
difference.”

“I was avoiding some conflicts before, and
now I’m better able to work through it. For me,
it’s always been easy to communicate about
project management, but not people
management. I wasn’t as methodical before,
but now I take the time to do a deep dive,
getting to the root cause.”

Contact Us:

Even though Mark and Monte had a
hometown connection, he recommends
Monte’s services for reasons well beyond
familiarity.
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